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About us
The finest Italian tradition in decorative
building finishes

Passion for traditioN
Stucco Italiano manufactures and supplies fine decorative finishes
for interior and exterior walls and floors. Based in the Region of Venice, centre of Italian craftsmanship and architecture, Stucco Italiano
is specialised in traditional lime-based plasters, such as Marmorino
Venetian Plasters, Travertino and Intonachino.

Designed for the professional
When designing our products, we give priority to the simplicity of application and to the versatility of the material, which gives the artisan
the chance to create special and new effects, thanks also to the many
additives of our range.

Right:
Marmorino Fine
on a Venetian
style wall
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3 Lines
35 materials
Endless POSSIBILITIES
All our decorative finishes are completely distinct and different products. To leave to each artisan creative freedom, we provide our plasters and paints as base materials, and the craftsman him/herself can
choose among a wide range of additives for special effects. Most of
the materials come in Natural White, and all of them can be coloured
in all the 132 colours of our palettes, or of any popular colour chart.

Above: Stucco
Italiano’s
showroom
Vicenza (Region
of Venice)
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Made in Italy, for the world
All our products are made in Italy. The quality of Stucco Italiano’s materials is achieved thanks to the best raw materials, which are all of
Italian origin. The finest marbles, like the Carrara marble or the lime,
are seasoned almost one year, in order to obtain the refined stuccoes
of the Italian tradition.

Stucco Italiano’s
continuous assistance
to its distributors
comprises of free
training and the
creation of bespoke
materials.

Ultimately, Stucco Italiano’s mission is to offer authentic, top-notch
quality Italian materials to the rest of the world. Since the company
foundation, 95% of the material produced is exported abroad.

With you, wherever you are
With distributors and certified installers in over 30 countries, Stucco
Italiano is rapidly expanding its presence in the world. Stucco Italiano
offers continuous assistance to its distributors. This comprises free
training, visits to the client’s premises, and the creation of bespoke
materials.

Right:
Marmorino
Medium in two
shades of pink
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An artisanal product
Stucco Italiano’s materials retain most of the original artisanal connotations: we use raw materials of Italian origin, and we are the only
company in the sector that has maintained the ancient tradition of
producing its own lime.

a life-long experience in the field
Right:
Limestone is
being baked
Under: Lime is
extinguishing
in water pools,
where it will
season for
about 1 year

Stucco Italiano was founded in 1999 by Giovanni Polistena, who has
40-years of experience as an artisan and teacher of Venetian decorative arts. He started his carreer at the young age of 22, when he
learned the technique of Marmorino from one of the last master
craftsmen in the region who could still teach it. At the time, his passion
for Venetian plasters led him to knead lime according to traditional
recipes, when no paint-shop was providing this service.
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products
An ever evolving line of materials and tools

all you need
At Stucco Italiano you’ll find all you need to prepare the substrate,
apply, decorate and protect your finishes. Indeed, alongside with the
decorative materials, we manufacture a wide selection of technical
and decorative additives, strongh adhesion primers, waxes and sealers. Moreover, we supply a selection of the best Italian tools of the
trade.
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WALL PLASTERS: EXCLUSIVE, ETERNAL, ECO
Natural lime plasters are appreciated for their high decorative
contribution, which can transform any room into an exclusive
environment. They are also known for their impressive durability: thanks to their natural anti-mold properties and high
breathability, they can remain unaltered for several decades,
even in harsh weather conditions.

FLOOR COATINGS: SEAMLESS ELEGANCE
Our mineral-based floors provide a sense of elegance and minimalism with their uninterrupted continuity. They have ample
strength and durability to withstand high traffic conditions.

WALL DECORATIVE PAINTS: modern luxury
Among these synthetic finishes, we find solutions suitable for
all environments: modern, vintage or artistic, aggressive, precious or delicate. Common denominators of these finishes are
the ease of application, which allows for freedom of expression
and imagination to the applicator.
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the benefits of lime
healthy & eco-friendly
Our lime plasters are free of VOC (Volatile Organic Compunds), and thus healthy for
you and good for the world. Moreover, lime plaster cuts carbon footprint in a variety
of ways. First and foremost, the longevity of lime plaster makes it an excellent green
building choice because it will not need to be replaced or maintained regularly like other
building methods. It can also be removed from bricks once it is applied, allowing the
bricks to be reused, if needed. In the construction process, lime behaves very differently
than cement. Cement requires a higher temperature to produce, increasing the need
for fossil fuels. By choosing lime plaster, you can cut back on your carbon footprint.

Durable
Lime has been used for centuries as building finishing material, both for the interior
and exterior walls of Venetian palaces and Italian villas. Today, after decades from their
application, we can see these finishes being just lightly scarred by time and weather
agents. Indeed, lime plasters are very durable. Unlike cement, lime is breathable
and permable, allowing for the diffusion and evaporation of moisture, preventing its
accumulation. Because it is so poruous, lime is more flexible and less prone to cracking
than cement plasters. Moreover, lime has a high pH which acts as a natural fungicide;
meaning mold will not grow on its surface. Ultimately, unlike drywall and earthen or
gypsum plaster, lime is less affected by water and will not soften or dissolve.

We are members of the Green Leed Council Italy
Marmorino-coated vases staged
against a Dolomia plastered wall

At Stucco Italiano we use recovered marble powders for most
of our lime-based materials. The recovered marble accounts for
up to 45% of the materials’ content. Our lime line thus complies
with the Green Building Plus Products, UNI EN ISO 14021:2016/
A1:2021 Environmental labels and declarations, Self-declared
environmental claims, LEED Rating System
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elegance & Tradition

elegance & tradition

The lime and marble polished plasters of the Venetian Tradition.

Italy’s and Morocco’s medium grain size polished plasters. Used on interiors and exteriors alike, they are ideal for wet areas such showers and saunas.

marmorino Fine

marmorino coarse

marmorino medium

TADELAKT

This very smooth finishes can be

Typical of Venetian interiors and

This medium grained finish has a

This waterproof plaster originates

polished with varying degrees of

exteriors, It’s a plain finish has

smooth surface which is slightly

in Morocco, where it is traditionally

gloss and faint chiaroscuro ap-

with little movement and medium

shiny, and delicate contrasts. It

used in steam baths. It is appreciat-

pearance which convey a pleasant

shine, also used to realise faux

can be used in wet areas such as

ed for its durability and appearance

sense of depth.

marble effects.

showers and saunas.

which brings to mind exotic places.
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smooth luxury

tradition, redefined

These plasters, with their opaque reflections and softness to the touch, recall the pre-

Two modern interpretations of Venetian polished Plaster.

cious fabrics from which they take their name.

VELVET

SETA

marmorino metallic

grassello

This opaque Venetian Plaster is

Slightly rough and matt, but with a

In this Marmorino the metallic

Its extra-fine marble grains allow

produced exclusively by Stucco

soft iridescent pearleffect, visible

effect is achieved by introducing

for uniformly polished finishes. It

Italiano. A Damask effect, with soft

when rays of light hit the wall. It

a pearlescent powders which give

is ideal to create mirror walls. Easy

patterns in relief, can also be ob-

has the chiaroscuro effect and the

a iridescent look. It’s available in

to waterproof, it is perfect for bath-

tained with this material.

smooth touch typical of silk.

Silver, Gold, Copper, or Bronze.

room walls.
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urban spirit

simply precious

Two materials with which to achieve dozens of different finishes. Particularly suitable

Often beauty originates from simplicity, combined with a precious detail. Both for

for modern, urban environments, both for interiors and exteriors.

interiors and exteriors.

beton stucco

lava

Obtain different decorative effects

This

reminiscent of concrete. It can be

remarkably

Dolomia

stars

versatile

and

A simple, coarse plaster enriched

This finish is very similar to Dolo-

material

was

with flakes of natural golden mica.

mia, with the only difference of

applied on all building surfaces,

created to achieve more than ten

It is ideal for interiors and exteriors

the colour of the micas, which is

but also on modern furniture. It

distinctly diverse finishes, such as

of rural as well as luxurious envi-

natural silver.

comes in White or Grey.

Craters, Rain, Spazzolato & Croco-

ronments

extremely
hard

dile Skin.
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ancient walls

warm surfaces

Classic finishes of the Italian tradition, they suit interiors as well as exteriors.

Keeping simplicity at its best, these two rough plasters give a sense of warmth like no
other, both in interiors and exteriors.

travertino

Lime Paint

intonachino

This plaster was created to imitate

A wall paint that creates a cozy

This stucco is uniformly rough with

Smooth

travertine marble. Two different

atmosphere, it has that sense of

slight variations in color intensity.

alternate in a faint chiaroscuro

effects can be achieved with this

softness that is rarely found in

It comes in Fine, Medium and

effect. Being very resistant, it is an

material: Romano and Toscano. It

modern paints. It is most suitable

Coarse textures and can generate

excellent solution for classic and

comes in whie or natural yellow.

for ancient buildings, rural houses,

various different effects.

modern exteriors, as well as for

calcite

and decorations.
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and

rough

surfaces

high-traffic interiors.
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Façades

art & EXPRESSION

Two plasters with an exceptional resistance to humidity, and harsh climates in general,

Give free reins to your imagination with these two unique & expressive paints

they are particularly suitable for the exteriors of buildings.

LIme&Clay

Venetian façade

supernova

kristalium

This lime plaster contains terracot-

A hydraulic lime Venetian Plaster

With this washable paint any wall

An extraordinary brilliance deriving

ta powders which make it hydraulic,

with little movement and satin

can be transformed into a work of

from small precious crystals, blends

and thus particularly sturdy. Typi-

look. Very resistant to moulds and

art. It allows endless overlapping of

with opaque micro-pigments, re-

cal of Venetian exteriors, it is very

algae, it maintains itself clean and

colours by keeping in transparency

sulting in a singular shiny-opaque

resistant to humid environments.

is faster to apply than Marmorino.

the underlying ones.

effect.
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the charm of matt

art nouveau

Moving beyond the traditional shine of Venetian finishes, these two matt acrylic plas-

Available both in Gold and Silver (which can then be coloured), these two metallic

ters envelop any environment with their opaque charm.

paints recall the aesthetic sense of the Belle Epoque.

dune suede

dune spatolato

liberty arena

liberty epoque

Easy and pleasant to apply, it

In this matt version of the classic

The quartz micro-spheres give the

A variety of different effects can be

realises matt surfaces with soft

Venetian spatolato, the small trow-

material a striated relief effect, re-

achieved with this versatile breath-

chiaroscuro effects. It can result in

el strokes convey a prescious and

minding that of sand. The mineral

able finish. With its pearlescent re-

sober and elegant solutions, but

dynamic look, which is combined

pigments give the surfaces a pearly

flections, it evokes the brightness

also in unique relief finishes.

with the matt of modernity.

and iridescent effect.

and softness of silk.
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italian arts

iron & anvil

Two finishes for an antique effect that evokes the warm atmospheres of Tuscan villas.

Real metals in liquid form, for any surface.

terra d’arte

ossidato dark&Light

liquid metal

oxide metal

Its small, white flakes contrast with

It is a decorative water-based paint,

Real metal, it becomes as hard as

Real metals which can be applied

the rest of the paint, thus repro-

with an antique effect. Its main fea-

the original. Available in steel, gold,

anywhere: walls, furniture, or small

ducing an antique-looking finish.

tures are the simplicity and speed

copper and bronze. It can be used

objects. It is then oxidised with an

Slightly rough to the eye, it is soft

of application, it’s highly decorative

on floors, walls and furniture, or

activator. Available in Copper Ver-

to the touch.

qualities and washability.

for small decorations.

digris or Iron Rust.
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elegance & resistance

elegance & resistance

Elegances meets resistant in these two innovative floor coatings

Two modern re-interpretations of ancient Venetian floor finishes.

micromagnesite

reinforced microcement

pastellone

magnesite terrazzo

With this completely mineral &

Of all the marmorinos for floors,

With a thickness of 2 mm, this nat-

With this completely mineral &

eco-friendly material, you can ob-

this is the strongest. Particularly

ural cement-based material is ideal

eco-friendly

tain a seamless floor coating which

indicated for public areas, it’s an

for minimalist environments thanks

obtain a Terrazzo coating which is

is harder than cement, yet as thin

excellent choice also for homes, for

to its smooth continuity. Apply it

harder than marble, yet as thin as

as 2 mm.

its elegant & satiny appearance.

plain or with stone aggregates.

1 cm.
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material,

you

can

Colours
All Stucco Italiano’s materials come in base white and can be coloured
in any of the 132 colours of our chart. We supply 16 liquid colour pigments and an easy-to-use software to calculate the colours’ formulas.
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additives
A unique feature of Stucco Italiano is its great range of additives, associated with its offer of plain materials. Some of these auxiliaries are
developed to solve the problems that commonly occur to applicators
and to facilitate the application of the plasters. Other supplements
are conceived to add special effects to lime and acrylic finishes or to
provide them with the best protection.

tools
Our search for perfection in Italian finishes led us to collect and design tools for an ideal application of our plasters and paints. We have
taken advantage of our long experience as craftsmen to select from
the Italian market those tools that feature the best characteristics for
an easier, finer application.
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CONTACTS
Stucco Italiano Srl
Via Rovereto, 20 - 36030 Costabissara (VI)
Italy
info@stuccoitaliano.it
www.stuccoitaliano.com
+39 0444 700991

